Overview

You can create randomized quizzes by creating your questions in the Question Library. The Question Library stores questions that can be used as items on quizzes, tests, and surveys throughout a course. Once you have set up your Question Library, you can create a quiz that includes questions from your library in a random order or a randomized subset of its questions.

How to Access the Question Library

Click the Activities dropdown on the course navigation bar, and select Quizzes. Then click Question Library at the top of the page.
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For more D2L resources, go to http://cte.siu.edu/idblog/instructor-resources/d2l-resources-instructors/.

Adding Questions to the Question Library

Before creating a quiz with randomized questions, you will need to create a folder (referred to as a “section” in D2L) in the Question Library. You can name sections by topic (i.e., the Civil War, World War I, etc.), by quiz (i.e., Quiz 1, Quiz 2, etc.), or by whatever system works best for you. Then you will need to add appropriate questions to each section.

1. Go to the Quizzes area.
2. Click Question Library at the top of the page (Figure 1). You will be taken to the Question Library index page.
4. Click Section (Figure 2).
5. Enter a name for the section in the “Section Name” text box.
6. Click Save. You will be taken back to the Question Library index page, and the section you just created will appear in the folder list. Now you can add questions to this section.
7. Click on the name of the section to which you want to add questions.
8. Click New, and select the appropriate question type from the drop-down menu.
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9. Populate the question and answer sections with text as appropriate.

10. Click **Save**.

11. Repeat steps 7-9 until all questions have been added to the section in the Question Library.

12. Click **Done Editing Questions** on the top-right side of the page.

### Creating a New Quiz with Randomized Questions

You can create a quiz that randomly draws questions from your Question Library once you have set it up. You can set up your quiz so that it draws questions from one section or from multiple sections of your Question Library.

1. Go to your **Quizzes** area.
2. Click **New**.
3. Enter a name for the quiz.
4. Click **Add/Edit Questions** (Figure 3).
5. Click **New**, and select **Random Section** from the drop-down menu (Figure 4).
6. Enter a name in the “Section Name” field.
7. Click **Save**. You will now be taken to an index page for the quiz.
8. Click on the name of the section you just created in the index list.
9. Click **Import** at the top-left of the page.
10. Select the appropriate section from your Question Library on the “Source Section” drop-down menu (Figure 5). A list of all questions saved to this section will appear.

#### Note: In the “Source Section” drop-down menu, you’ll see an option called “Collection Root”. Selecting it will display a list of all of the section folders in your Question Library. You can use this option to select questions from multiple sections of your Question Library.
11. Check the checkbox next to each of the questions you would like to include on the quiz.

12. Click **Save**. All of the questions you selected will now be added to your quiz.

13. Enter the number of questions you would like to have appear on the quiz in the “Questions per Attempt” field (Figure 6). This will allow you two options for randomizing questions:
   - Enter a number less than the total number of questions that you added to your test if you want each version of the test to display a randomized subset of the questions.
   - Enter the total number of questions that you added to your test if you want each version of the test to display all of the questions, but in a randomized order.

14. Enter the number of points assigned to each question in the “Points Each” field (the default option is 1.)

15. Click **Done Editing Questions** on the top-right side of the page.